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Diagnosing the Dominant Ideas
mulated his political thoughts in three treatises, the last
two of which were the two volumes of The Dominant
Ideas. [4] He returned to Hungary in December, 1850 and
resumed both his political and literary careers. Allied
with the Deak faction, Eotvos played a significant role
in the years immediately preceding the Ausgleich. In the
government established under Prime Minister Gyula Andrassy, he served once again as Minister of Religion and
Education. His greatest political achievement was the Elementary Education Act (1 December 1868), which established compulsory education in Hungary and in which
the educational autonomy of the churches and nationalities was protected.

D. Mervyn Jones has done students of the Habsburg
Empire, and of European history in general, an immeasurable service with his translation into English of Jozsef
Eotvos’s classic The Dominant Ideas of the Nineteenth Century and Their Impact on the State. This is the first English
translation of Eotvos’s two volume work, a work previously available in Hungarian and German.[1] Only the
first volume, Diagnosis, will be reviewed here; Volume II,
Remedy, was unavailable at the time of this review.
As Eotvos may not be as well known as other Hungarian reformers (for example, Count Istvan Szechenyi,
Lajos Kossuth, and Ferenc Deak), a short biographical
sketch is necessary before turning to a discussion of The
Dominant Ideas. Although his father and grandfather
were both high-ranking officials in the Habsburg Empire,
Baron Jozsef Eotvos (1813-1871) came to identify increasingly with the cause of Hungarian social and political reform. Two trends in nineteenth-century Europe influenced Eotvos above all: romanticism and liberalism.[2]
The romantic influence can be seen in his literary production and in his belief about the social significance
of literature.[3] The influence of European liberalism is
most easily seen in Eotvos’s political career and his role
in the Hungarian social and political reform movement.
Before the 1848 revolutions, Eotvos played a prominent
role in both the Hungarian literary revival and in the reform movement. He served as the Minister of Religion
and Education in the Hungarian Ministry from April to
September 1848, resigning after the conflict between the
Hungarian Ministry and Vienna became unavoidable.

Eotvos’s political undertakings on problems of education and the nationalities were informed by the political
theory he espoused in The Dominant Ideas. His analysis centered on two issues which he felt were responsible
for the failure of the reform movement: 1) the rights of
nationalities and 2) the organization of a modern constitutional state. He sought to develop a theory of the
liberal state founded on the principle of constitutionalism which ensured the rights of individuals and nationalities. Eotvos attributed the failure of 1848 to the contradictions between two interpretations of the dominant
ideas of the time: liberty, equality, and nationality; that
is, there was a conflict between “the form in which the
ideas have been propounded…and in the way in which
attempts have been made to realize these ideas” (p. 88).
The question which Eotvos sought to answer in Volume
I of his work was whether the dominant ideas could be
realized according to their revolutionary interpretations
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without precluding the existence of large states (p. 89).

ported by, the concept of equality. All British subjects
were equal before the law; their equality and their libEotvos began his work by defining what he termed erty were guaranteed by free institutions (pp. 94ff). “In
the three “dominant ideas” of the time. Liberty was de- a word,” Eotvos concluded, “in Britain equality means
fined as “the state in which people can use both their own equal liberty” (p. 96).
abilities and the natural forces in their environment to
achieve objectives of their own choice” (p. 91). Equality,
In Chapter Three, Eotvos next argued that the revoas applied to the state, was “the equal subjection or equal lutionary principle of nationality was incompatible with
independence of everyone, the equal entitlement of all to the revolutionary principles of liberty and equality. He
exercise State power” (p. 91). The third principle, nation- argued that nationality had, since the French Revolution,
ality, was defined as “the efforts of individual peoples to been determined by a common language and by appeals
reach the situation to which all may feel themselves en- to historic rights. The national ideal was to organize
titled by virtue of their past (historic rights), greatness states in accordance with linguistic communities. He aror other attributes” (p. 91). Since the French Revolution, gued that all national movements aspired to the same
however, these ideas had been interpreted according to goal: “The basis of every national aspiration is a feeling
quite different, revolutionary interpretations.
of superiority; its aim, domination” (p. 110).
The principal arguments that Eotvos made were, first,
that these ideas, in their revolutionary interpretations,
were mutually incompatible and second, that these ideas
were incompatible with existing states. He began elaborating this argument in Chapter Two by demonstrating how the revolutionary interpretations of liberty and
equality were incompatible. In his view, since the French
Revolution, liberty had been interpreted as the principle of popular sovereignty–the “supremacy of the people” (p. 92). Liberty had thus become a corollary of
the principle of equality, inasmuch as the principle of
equality demanded that every individual have an equal
share in the governing of the state. The theory of popular sovereignty, however, negated the principle of individual liberty because it granted to the state absolute
power over the citizenry. Eotvos argued that the nature
of power was to expand, particularly when those who exercised the power were the same who could set limits to
it, i.e., the people. The coupling of liberty and popular
sovereignty resulted in a situation in which the people’s
liberty was greater the more the power of the state expanded. As the power of the state expanded, however,
the more individual liberty was limited; individual freedom of action decreased as spheres of life were increasingly assigned to the state (p. 93).

Again, Eotvos appealed to the example of England
(and also to the United States and Switzerland), where
the traditional, pre-revolutionary interpretation of nationality was still dominant. The traditional interpretation of nationality was devoid of linguistic meaning;
rather, it signified a territorial loyalty. In this way, nationality had advanced the causes of liberty and equality: “Whichever country or period we consider, we find
that the idea of nationality always recedes into the background in proportion as the concepts of liberty and equality advance towards realization; on the other hand national autonomy survives intact nowhere more than in
countries where the principle of liberty and equality are
not applied” (p. 118). Eotvos concluded, therefore, that
the revolutionary, linguistic concept of nationality was
incompatible with the concepts of liberty and equality.[5]

Eotvos turned, then, to a discussion of how the dominant ideas, in their revolutionary interpretations, were
incompatible with existing states. If these revolutionary
objectives were achieved, he argued in Chapters Four and
Five, the result could only be the dissolution of existing
states. He proceeded to analyze the various proposals
which were being put forward to reconcile the dominant
ideas with the structure of the state: 1) to build upon the
existing order, 2) electoral reform, and 3) transition to a
Eotvos contrasted the revolutionary interpretations republic. In Chapters Eight through Ten, however, he exof liberty and equality with their traditional interpreta- plained how each of these solutions are found lacking.
tions. For Eotvos, the model was England. In England,
Having done that, Eotvos concluded that it was not
liberty, according to its traditional interpretation, meant
the
dominant ideas themselves which were responsible
that no absolute power existed. The institutions of Enfor the tensions in society, but rather the ways in which
glish government–the king, the Parliament, the courts–
these ideas were “commonly” understood and applied
were all limited in their power. The British Constitution
was, therefore, a “free” constitution. The traditional En- (pp. 349ff). The revolutionary interpretations of the
glish interpretation of liberty supported, and was sup- dominant ideas–“that all the efforts to realize liberty and
equality are in fact directed only to realizing as com2
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pletely as possible in the State the idea of the supremacy
of the people; the efforts launched in the name of the
principle of nationality aim solely at obtaining absolute
supreme power in the State for a particular nationality”–
were therefore incompatible with European civilization,
and that the realization of these ideas, interpreted as
such, would necessarily bring about the disintegration of
existing states“ (p. 350). Despotism would be the only
result.

warning about the dangers of the tyranny of the majority
and his emphasis on the role of the township and local
self-government. Eotvos focused on the dangers of the
concept of popular sovereignty in Volume I of The Dominant Ideas, and he explicitly endorsed Tocqueville’s conclusions about the threat that absolute power posed to
individual liberty by including a lengthy quotation from
De la democratie en Amerique in his conclusion to Volume I (pp. 361-363). Similarly, in Volume II Eotvos,
clearly influenced by Tocqueville, proposed a constituEotvos foreshadowed Volume II of his work in the tional system in which the autonomous township would
conclusion to this volume. He argued that the state must replace the county system. Tocqueville and Eotvos did
be based on the principle of liberty, rather than equalindeed correspond with each other, and Eotvos saw Tocity, nationality, or popular sovereignty: “…we must seek
queville’s The Old Regime and the French Revolution as
the preventative against this disaster not in the abso- an endorsement of his own conclusions in The Dominant
lute power of a State built on democratic foundations but Ideas.[7] Similarly, Jones notes that upon the publication
on the contrary in the principle of liberty, on which our of John Stuart Mill’s On Liberty in 1859, Eotvos was quite
social order has been based, but which has been disre- pleased to discover how similar his ideas were to Mill’s,
garded in the modern organization of the State since the
and even sent him a copy of The Dominant Ideas (p. 39).
principle of liberty was replaced by that of the people’s
supremacy” (p. 365). In Volume II, Eotvos presented his
Although The Dominant Ideas has often been deproposal for reform of the state structure. Eotvos argued scribed as a classic treatise on the concept of nationality,
that only by limiting the realm of state power and by ex- it appears that Eotvos regarded it even more as a treatise
panding the sphere of individual action would liberty be on the concept of liberty. What will strike most readers,
safeguarded.[6]
however, is how accurately Eotvos predicted the dangers
of nationalism. He concluded that nationalism was inEotvos’s ideas bear some resemblance to the argudeed the most threatening danger to European civilizaments of other contemporary European writers. That
tion, a conclusion which has been borne out by events of
Eotvos and contemporaries such as Karl Marx, Friedrich the twentieth century. His catastrophic view of the prinList, Alexis de Tocqueville, and John Stuart Mill (and ciple of nationality could, however, be considered somethis list is certainly not exhaustive) influenced each other what overdone. Eotvos argued that all nationalities strive
must be considered. Eotvos primarily framed his argu- for domination, regardless of whether the nationality in
ments with an examination of classical history and the
question is the dominant nationality in the state. He arFrench Revolution. He tended, therefore, to make only
gued that those “oppressed” nationalities which claim to
passing references to his contemporaries, although he strive for equal rights and autonomy would seek domobviously read them. The exception was Francois Guizot, ination once equal rights had been achieved (p. 112).
to whose work Eotvos often referred, particularly in re- Historians of the Slovak national movement, for examlation to his understanding of European history. While ple, would certainly counter Eotvos and argue that this
Eotvos discussed communism and argued that commumovement only sought autonomy, not domination.[8]
nism would be the “logical development of the principles
on which every present-day State institution is based,” he
D. Mervyn Jones is responsible for the translating,
made no specific reference to Marx (p. 313). To List he re- editing, annotation, and introductory essay for this first
ferred once as evidence that “even the cosmopolitan Ger- translation of Eotvos’s The Dominant Ideas. Jones prefmans” conformed to his conclusion that no nation would aces Eotvos’s work with his own introduction. This is
be content merely with equality of rights, but rather largely a biographical introduction to Eotvos’s careers
would be satisfied with nothing less than supremacy over as both a writer and a reformer. Jones is, however, at
those peoples around it (p. 111).
his weakest when discussing the events of 1848 and how
they influenced Eotvos in writing The Dominant Ideas.
Although Eotvos differed from Tocqueville in his His discussion of the events of 1848 is brief and does not
strong critique of nationalism, he was nonetheless provide an adequate framework for the development of
strongly influenced by Tocqueville’s pre-1848 writings. Eotvos’s ideas. Similarly, he only refers to the content of
Eotvos was particularly influenced by Tocqueville’s The Dominant Ideas in relation to Eotvos’s other works
3
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and his practical efforts as a politician. The Dominant
Ideas is an important work not only for students of the
Habsburg Empire, but also for students of European intellectual history and of the history of nationalism. For
those readers less acquainted with Eotvos and the history of Hungary, more discussion of the context of 1848
would be useful.

By consulting both the German and Hungarian versions, Jones’s translation has ensured consistency and
continuity. Although my lack of Hungarian knowledge
hinders me in judging the quality of the translation, a
comparison of the original German with this translation
indicates that Jones has produced an excellent translation. While acknowledged as a leading reformer in nineteenth century Hungary, Eotvos has often been overThe strength of Jones’s introduction is his discussion looked in the West as a thinker. Certainly, his clasof the translation itself. It is clear that Jones consulted sic of nineteenth century political theory has been overthe original German version, the first Hungarian version, shadowed by the works of many of his contemporaries.
and the second Hungarian version of the work in prepar- Jones’s translation and editing has provided the Englishing this translation. Although Eotvos was a prominent
speaking world access to Eotvos’s ideas. For that Mr.
member of the Hungarian literary revival, his first lanJones is to be commended.
guage was German; as such, it may not be surprising to
learn that he initially wrote The Dominant Ideas in GerNotes
man. Jones notes, however, that the title page of the orig[1]. Jozsef Eotvos, A XIX. szazad uralkodo eszmeinek
inal German version stated that the author had translated
befolyasa
az alladalomra, 2 volumes (Vienna/Pest:
the work from Hungarian into German himself. That
Prochaska
Karoly
konyvnyomdaja, 1851-1854); Der EinEotvos chose to present the Hungarian translation as the
fluss der herrschenden Ideen des 19. Jahrhunderts auf den
original to the general public is in itself an interesting
Staat, 2 volumes (Leipzig F.A. Brockhaus, 1851-1854).
side note to his views concerning nationality and language. Eotvos was involved in the translation of the work
[2]. For a good discussion of the Eotvos’s influences,
into Hungarian (although he was not solely responsible), see Paul Body, Joseph Eotvos and the Modernization of
which entailed some editing, and in the revisions for the Hungary, 1840-1870: A Study of Ideas of Individuality and
second Hungarian edition. Although this translation into Social Pluralism in Modern Politics, in Transactions of
English stems primarily from the first Hungarian edition, the American Philosophical Society 62/2 (Philadelphia:
Jones comprehensive knowledge of all three versions al- American Philosophical Society, 1972).
lows him to discuss some of the discrepancies and differ[3]. See Jones’s introduction; Body, op. cit.; and
ences among the versions in the introduction.
Steven B. Vardy, Baron Joseph Eotvos, A Literary BiograSome of the discrepancies between the German and phy (Boulder, CO/Highland Lakes, NJ/New York: Social
the Hungarian versions resulted merely from the weak- Science Monographs; Distributed by Columbia Univernesses of Hungarian political vocabulary at the time. sity Press, 1987).
German words, such as Staatsstreiche or die herrschen[4]. The other treatise was: Jozsef Eotvos, Ueber
den Ideen were translated into different Hungarian apdie
Gleichberechtigung
der Nationalitaeten in Oesterreich
proximations at different places in the text (allamcsinyek
(Pest/Leipzig:
C.A.
Hartleben,
1850).
versus allammerenyek and Uralkodo Eszmek versus Vezereszmek respectively). Some errors resulted from the ap[5]. For an analysis of Eotvos’s discussion of nationparent lack of a copy editor and from the quick pace at ality and his application of the theory to Hungary, see
which the translation was done. There were two types Johann Weber, Eotvos und die ungarische Nationalitaetenof mistranslations from the German to the Hungarian, frage (Munich: Oldenbourg, 1966).
of which Jones gives examples in his introduction: 1)
[6]. See Volume II of The Dominant Ideas; for his
mistranslations extending beyond a single word and 2)
mistakes in or omissions of single words. In such cases, application of these principles to the Habsburg MonarJones follows the original German. Other discrepancies chy, see Die Garantien der Macht und Einheit Oesterreichs
between the German and the Hungarian resulted from (Leipzig: F.A. Brockhaus, 1859). For a discussion of these
the editing of the work during the translation, presum- ideas, see the works by Body and Weber.
ably with Eotvos’s approval. With one exception (a note
[7]. For a discussion of Tocqueville and Eotvos, see
to Chapter Seven), the changes were shortenings of the
Body, op. cit., especially pp. 69-73.
text. In the case of such revisions, Jones follows the Hungarian translation.
[8]. See Irina Popova’s review of Laszlo Szarka’s Szlo4
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vak nemzeti fejlodes–magyar nemzetisegi politika 18671918 (Pozsony: Kalligram Kiado, 1995); reviewed for
HABSBURG, 15 May 1996. The review and the subsequent discussion may be found at http://www.h-net.
msu.edu/~{}habsweb/archives/threads/szarka.
html.
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